
ART KEVIN, KMPC RADIO, LOS ANGELES, DECEMBER 20, 1974 -- WITH PAUL SHARAGA 

KEVIN: "Interview with Paul Sharaga -- 12/20/74, 7:00pm...Pau1 Sharaea, you were a 
man who had a situation occur in the performance ofyour duty on the night 
that Robert Kennedy was murdered here in Los Angeles. So, in your own words 
tell me what happened, roughly what time, and how it all came to pass. 

SHARAGA: "Well, at the evening or the night of the occurrence, I was a sergeant 
assigned to Rampart Division 	in the city of Los Anneles...and I was just 
adjacent to the rear driveway of the Ambassador Hotel parking lot, the rear 
parking lot, when the call come out, ah, 'Ambulance shooting,' at-ah, the 
address on Wilshire Boulevard of the Ambassador. I think it's thirty-seven 
hundred or thirty-four hundred. I don't recall at this time. Ah, I immediatel ,  
made a right turn up on to the parking lot, and-ah, I would estimate that I w• 
at the scene and parked in less than three minutes from the incident of the 
shooting itself...less than thirty seconds from the time the call came out...'  

KEVIN: "Would this be at the front of rear of -- " 

SHARAGA: "No, this was on the upper level rear parking lot, which would be the rear of 
the hotel that exits out on to 8th Street. The-ah...first thing that came to 
my attention, of course, was the-ah..,mass confusion...ah...people running in 
all directions...Ah...An older counlewnrobably in their fifties...fifties 
to sixties,..ah, came running towarri-re aria' I stoppJa thataTT esked-Wit-
Weat-10-hmlened...and-afi they relaTT that they were outside one of the doori 
to the Embassy Room, when a young couple in their early twentics..,came rusMr 

t'ple 	tc bc 	stztz cf glcc, sboL.,t1", 
nimi We Kilted nlml.  ine woman then stated that she asked the young lady, 

'Who-who did you shoot?!' or 'Who was shot?!' and the young lady replied, 
"Kennedy! We shot him! We kille-rhim!' -- The only description I could get 
this couple were that they were in their early twenties...1he wcman was wear-
ajolka-dot dress...Ah, neffire7. of the older couple could fg711757507.-  
ionNT-Ifirori757-65-, ah, in that they were quite hysterical at the time, and-ah 
it was difficult for them to talk." 

KEVIN: "Did you take this information down on your notepad then, or just hear it and 
retain it for later notes?" 

SHARAGA: "I...immediately took it down on my notepad -- ah, which W35; a little-ah note-
book that I kept in my pocket.....and immediately broadcast...out over the 
air, what had happened....I informed communications that I was setting up a 
command post in the area, requested they broadcast the description of the 
suspects as given to pre...."  

KEVIN: "Would the suspects have crossed *volt. path ihen prior to your getting to the 
scene and bumping into this elder)y couple?" 

SHARAGA: "I have no way of knowing...The-ah hotel exits-ah on Wilshire Boulevard and 
on 8th Street and...1 have no idea of what way...the suspects went. The older 
couple didn't indicate which direction they took." 

KEVIN: "Did you get their name?" 

SHARAGA: "I did at the tirne...ah,for the life of me I can't recall it now, but I re-
corded it and gave the name to...ah, the investigating detectives, Rampart 
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SHARAGA: 	detectives, Sergeant Bill Jordon. As best I can recall, it was a name 
like Bernstein...but I...Sorry I can't recall anymore. 

KEVIN: "They, you indicated, were somewhat hysterical as they retold that story to you.' 

SHARAGA: "Quite hysterical. Quite hysterical." 

KEVIN: "You don't think that they mistook the words that they relayed to you they heard, 
that is to say in their hysteria, thourht they heard, tOo people, a man and a 
woman in their early twenties shouTiTrqe've shot him!' but rather 'He's been 
shot!' You know, 'He-we've' - that sort of -Iliing." 

SHARAGA: "In my evaluation of the situation , based upon the experience of twenty years 
as a peace officer in this city...I would say, that because of the spontan- 
iety of their answers...that-ah 	there's no question in my mind that as to 
the veracity of it." 

KEVIN: "Just in case notes are lost, as sometimes they 	become lost, mislaid, mis- 
placed, that sort of thing, to the best of your recollection, Paul, can you 
describe this elderly couple -- what you think their name is, in the hopes they 
are listening and if they hear this, they'll know it was they." 

SHARAGA: "The couple, as best I can describe them, appeared to be an elderly Jewish 
couple, the woman about five-foot-two...and stocky. Not extremely heavy, but 
just-just stocky...The man about the same height, maybe an inch or tun tnllar. 
and as ! recall, thin hair to balding...but I can't recall any furLhe.'." 

KEVIN: "Did they have accents -- Jewish accents?" 

SHARAGA: "I can't recall. I can't recall. I don't believe so." 

KEVIN: "In the event they are listening, we would obviously want them to contact us 
here, and just further corroborate your own recollections of that night. I say 
corroborate, Paul, because interestinnly, as you and I had discussed kior to 
actually taping this intervig7,117:76—is no record to indicate anywhere in SUS 
or in the trial of Sirhan, himself, that this report did eminate from you at 
the time of the incident itself. Now, again, we don't know why at this point 
that has come to pass, but did you file a forinal report, anrtalat has happened 
to your notes?" 

SHARAGA: "I filed...an initial report after the-ah...command post closed down, or after 
I closed the comand post down, secured the area...left a detail of security 
personnel to guard the floor of the hotel the Kennedy family had taken over..., 
or was using...better expression...ah...I then proceeded to Ramparts Station, 
where I dictated verbially to the Captain's secretary...ah-the report...and 
this report was dictated immediately after the-the-ah comand post. I believe 
it lasted about thirteen hours, and the dictation roughly off and on for about 
eight or nine hours." 

KEVIN: "Do you remember her name, the Captain's secretary? First name, even?" 

SHARAGA: "No, I don't.".  

KEVIN: "And the Captain was who at that time?" 

SHARAGA: "Floyd Phillips. F-yes, Floyd Phillips." 
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KEVIN: "Was he there as you were dictating, or did he have -- " 

SHARAGA: "Off and on. Yes, he was also at the-ah scene of the-ah...ah-the Ambassador. 
Reported-ah...my Watch Commander-ah...Lieutenant-ah....Robert Sillings, ah, 
who subsequently made captain, ah, I believe is still a captain on the-ah 
Los Angeles Police Department, ah, was present. As a matter of fact-ah, ah, 
set up-ah the-ah 	.the operations inside the Embassy Room with-ah Sergeant 
Roland (phonetic)." 

KEVIN: "So they were aware at different points, the two gentlemen you mention of the 

report you were. filing, of the nature of it, to some degree?" 

SHARAGA: "Oh, yes, yes...0thers were aware of it __....ah.. .ah...Deputy Chief Powers. I 
believe he was Deputy Chief at the time...reported to the scene...oh...some 
two hours, I think, ah...after the incident, ah..and, came to me and said-ah, 
'Who's responsible for this description of the two suspects that's going out 
on the air?' 

KEVIN: "You were still at the Ambassador at this point?" 

SHARAGA: "Still at the parking lot, yes....I had the command post set up in full 
operation at that time 	and I reported that-ah....I was responsible•••for 
...the-ah...description...being put out. It was beiTig broadcast over-ah 
Control One every fifteen minutes on the quarter hour....and he said, 'Well,' 
he says, 'let's cancel that-ah...that description. We don't want to make a 
federal case out of it. we've got the suspect in custouv....'...ano-ah. or 
course, at the time I.inmy communication with the inside the Embassy Room 
with Lt. Sillings and Sgt. Roland, I understood that...ah, one male suspect, 

ah, Sirhan, had been...taken into custody, and I assumed that this was the... 
suspect...that the older couple had-ah indicated to me, the male suspect. Ah, 
I later came to believe that it was not, because he certainly did not fit 
the description of...as they portrayed it...to me....But at the time I in-
dicated to the inspector tatI would-ah...1 would discontinue the report of 
the....male suspect, but I continued-ah requesting broadcast of the female 
suspect." 

'KEVIN: "And did the inspector allow you then to continue with the 'female' broadcast?" 

'SHARAGA: "He didn't have any choice. It was either that or relieve me of my post." 

KEVIN: "Alright, so you kept broadcasting that.'young girl, early twenties, polka-dot 
dress!.." 

SHARAGA: "Well, I indicated to Communications ah-to continue the broadcast. I don't 
know whether Communications did or not,.5ecause I was not monitoring fhe 

Control Frequency. I was on the Tactical Frequency." 

KEVIN: "But for the first two hours or before your visit from inspector powers, to you 
knowledge that was beinn broadcast (?)" 

SHARAGA: "Yes." 

KEVIN: "Okay. The reason I ask about it, of course, is that hopefully tape logs might 
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KEVIN: "(continuning) still be available, again, to further corroborat
e that this 

was the situation as it took place. 

"Ahm, you finally stopped broadcasting then at the behest of Inspecto
r Powers, 

who indicated there was one male suspect in custody. Did he seem to ru
n-down 

the possibility of a girl, or of a female suspect at that time or just
 dis-

count it or what?" 

SHARAGA: "....Ah, he made very light of it, ahh 	Just a kind of a-an indifferent 

attitude, ah, 'Let's don't make a Federal case out of this. We've got 
the 

suspect...in custody...THE suspect in custody!..indicating that-ah....
or at 

least alluding to the faTthat there was only one suspect -- and of c
ourse 

he was in possession of information from the inside of the Embassy Roo
m that 

I-ah was not, although I had communication with them...by-ah CC units,
 why, it 

still wasn't a running dialogue..." 

KEVIN: "Paul, it's been obviously seven years since the incidents. As 
ycu know, in the 

course of the trial there were a couple of people who made mention of 
this polka-

dot dress lady....One was a young lady from Pasadena named Sandy Serra
no, and 

LAPD, at the time, discounted her report, indicating that she hadn't t
ruly seen 

what she'd thought she'd seen. Another man inside the suite that nigh
T—rlos 

Angeles newsman named Booker Griffin, had also said that he saw, in th
e pantry 

that night, a polka-dot dress lady. Well, at the Sirhan trial a polka-
dot dress 

lady was produced and this lady apparently satisfied any of the report
s of this 

polki:UFt dress incident itself. When you heard the trial developing, 
and as, you 

know, heard all this testimony coming 	what were you thinking? Did you
 

figure this was, indeed, the polka-dot dress lady -- or did you know 
it wcin't 

by virtue ofHeTeiaTiption or what?" 

SHARAGA: "It's difficult for me to say, because...I did not take an in
terest in the 

trial nor follow it. Ah-ah, I believe at the tirne I was still working
 either 

nights or mornings, and-ah...my contacts with radio stations was nil a
nd-ah... 

reading the newspaper was-ah...ah, just on occasion...So-ah, to say th
at I 

followed the trial with even mild interest, ah, would not be factual.
 I didn't 

and so I was not aware of therias...relating to it or the things tha
t were 

brought out at the trial other than-ah piecemeal that I'd receive 	" 

KEVIN: "Somewhere along the line, though, when did it come to your co
nsciousness that 

something was not quite together, in terms of the report you'd had fro
m this 

couple, as opposed to what had happened?" 

SHARAGA: "Well, sometime after the incident, ah, after SUS was set up 
	I received 

orders...to make a 	report 	of my total involvement in the incide
nt... 

from beginning to end...with all related facts 	and so...I did t
o the 

extent of-ah...going to the parking lot and measuring it out, laying o
ut a 

diagram which was part of the second report. This was the second repor
t, mind 

you 	And-ah, I fully cove.‘ed the incidents as. relating TEWComma
nd post 

only...Of course, I could relate to anything inside the Embassy Room. 
I wasn't 

there 	I made-ah as a basis of this report, incidently, I used the
 copious 

notes that I'd had from the incident...and the original-ah typewritte
n report 

that was made subsequent to the incident....After completing the repor
t, I had 

multiple copies run off....and-ah 	kept some at the station and
-ah sent 

copies to SUS....As a matter of fact, I think I personally hand-delive
red 'em 

one night. Ah, there was a deadline on it. They-they wanted them, and 
I person- 
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SHARAGA: "(continuning) ally delivered 'em." 

KEVIN: "For those in our audience who might not be aware, 'SUS' is the short for 

'Special Unit Senator,' which was set up by then-District Attorney Evelle J. 

Younger to work solely on the murder of Robert F. Kennedy." 

SHARAGA: "Yes, it was a a-ah central point where all information would be funnelled
 in 

to and-ah 	the final report...based on information from all sources would 

be formulated 	But subsequent to my making this second report, I-ah...I had 

two copies...in the...Watch Commander's drawer ---71517FF right hand drawer -- 

which I would peruse on occasion when sitting-acting Watch Commander on the 

morning watch 	and-ah....I had one copy in the Sergeant's Report Room, in 

the mail box in the Sergeant's Report Room ....I thought I'd keep these extra 

copies there in the event additional copies were needed 	and...approximately 

....oh... one or two weeks later -- within two weeks -- after the report was 

filed 	there was something I wanted to personally refer to in the report 

...and...I found the reports gone. All copies, ah, gone, and, of course, I had 
assumed that the Watch Commander cleaned-ah, the Day Watch Commander cleaned 

the desk out, disposed of -- " 

KEVIN: "This is at Rampart -- 

SHARAGA: "This is at Rampart Station -- and had disposed of the reports ...Ah, I con
tacted 

the-ah 	Day Watch Sergeant, who-ah 	was usually aware of what was going 

on and hP.had nn knowlerio of the whereabouts of these reports, from the desk 

• nor fri-mie 	ah Siiizz.Xs mail 	in tha Sergeant's Report Room 	 

and-ah I asked my Watch Commander, who at the time was Lt. Bill Jordan -- this 

was on the Night Watch, I'm sure now, on the Night Watch -- and he had no 

idea of what had happened to the reports....and-ah to this day I don't know 

what happened to the reports 	I-I know that-ah....there were none left at 

the-at the station." 

KEVIN: "But SUS should have had reports. True?" 

SHARAGA: "Yes." 

KEVIN: "Did you inquire from SUS as to what what happened to them?" 

SHARAGA: "I inquired from SUS if-ah, if there was some reason why they had-ah...ah,
 came 

ah, come to Rampart and disposed of the copies that I had and-ah 	their 

attitude was they didn't even know what I was talking about-ah, there was no 

involvement on their part whatsoever 	 

KEVIN: "Do you feel that SUS had your reports, though, the ones that you -- " 

SHARAGA: "Oh, the ones that I gave them, yes...ah, at the time I-I really didn't th
ink 

too much....about the absence of these reports, and I thought nothing of it,.. 

really, until....ah, the book, 'SUS,' came out and 	when fariFiTto see 

any mention of the Command Post-ah...and the activities surrounding it, includ-

ing the description, why this was when the first questions started to form in 

my mind." 

KEVIN: "That would have been about when, Paul, roughly?" 

-5- 
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SHARAGA: "Oh:..difficult to say. I was in San Diego by then, so
 it would had to have 

been in the last-ah...three and a half years." 

KEVIN: "And that was the first 'hint' you had, the first suspicion that 'something' 

• wasn't quite run through 'the dryer,' if you will, that should
 have been (?)" 

SHARAGA: "Well, let's just say there was...questions in my mind
 as to the-ah...ah 	 

lack of information." 

KEVIN: "Have you had any trepidations about 'going public' with it at this juncture?" 

SHARAGA: " 	No, I'm just reporting a fact of occurence that-ah, t
hat happened some 

years ago-ah, the same as I would 	anything else." 

KEVIN: "There've been various stories of people who've had acci
dents and worse, people 

who've been involved with key evidence, both in the John Kenned
y assassination 

and, of course, in the Robert Kennedy assassination. Do you sen
se any personal 

apprehension over this kind of thing?" 

SHARAGA: "No, but perhaps I'm too naieve to..(laughing)...and I
 don't-ah 	I don't for 

one minute pretend to be—WreVe, but-ah 	Pi-maybe in-in my 
mind I can't 

conceive...I can't conceiveably believe that...someone on the..
.someone or 

some persons on the Los Angeles Police Department...would have 
deliberately 

done....anything wrong-ah...In my mind, as far as I'm concerned
 it was just- 

04 .4t, Iliadequate 	invcztlgation 	ah..." 

KEVIN: "You are now retired from the force, yes?" 

SHARAGA: "Yes ...I retired July, 1969, on a service pension." 

KEVIN: "Does that mean the same thing as "Honorable Discharge" 
in the service?" 

SHARAGA: "Yes it does." 

KEVIN: "I talked to some of your cohorts, at Hollenbeck and Rampart, who had worked 

with you, and about the worst thing they said about you was that you were kind 

of 'salty' at times...I guess some police officers can get that was some times." 

SHARAGA: "I-I think that-ah...most any police officer can get that way. (laughing)" 

KEVIN: "Paul, do you feel, in your own mind, that based on eyewitness description that 

was given to you -- and based on the fact that there were several other people 

who had given similar descriptions -- do you feel that the possibility, then, 

sincerely exists there was one person other than Sirhan -- and, in fact, as I 

think you indicated earlier -- the description of the male you 
got 	the 

couple did not seem to match Sirhan's, this might indicate, you know, more than 

one other person?" (i.e., being criminally involved in RFK's assassination.) 

SHARAGA: " 	Purely conjecture 	but based...on the...infor
mation, given to me at 

the time...and...the minute study that I've done since then of the i
ncident... 

I believe that there were two other persons besides Sirhan....a
h, namely the 

couple described to me by the first people running from the Emb
assy Room•••• 

that-ah there's always been the question in my mind that....the
y just didn't 
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SHARAGA: "(continuing) have time to dream up a story 	It was just-ah
...it was too 

fast. It was too spontaneous. They were excited, true. and I-I un
derstand 

people in-in the heat of excitement, ah, say things, but their st
atements 

were were not hysterical. They were rational statements, althou
gh they 

were ah-to the point of hysterics in being 	over the incident..7
"-  

KEVIN: "Two things that I want to clarify: number one, you said t
hat the couple were 

elderly and appeared to be a Jewish couple, but when .I asked earl
ier, you know, 

whether they had an accent or not, you thought not -- and I'm won
dering how did 

you, you know, assume that their demeanor was Jewish. I mean, wha
t was the -- " 

SHARAGA: "(sighing) Very difficult to-ah....to say-ah, perhaps-ah
 	having been born 

a Jew, ah, you recognize the traits in-in others, ah, of-of like 
birth. Ahh, 

I don't know." 

KEVIN: "Okay. Second point: the description that they gave to you
 I believe was a man 

and woman in their early twenties, and the woman wearing a ploka-
dot dress. But 

why couldn't the description of Sirhan have matched that? Are you
 saying that 

Sirhan's dark complection being what it was, his Middle Eastern b
irth being what 

it was, that's something they would have mentioned?" 

SHARAGA: "Well, the point that detracts from this, the biggest po
int that detracts from 

it, is the fact that this couple...insisted that both the young m
an and young 

woman...ran from the hotel...and disappeared out into the crowd -
- outside of 

the hotel -Fly understanding is Sirhan never left the premises 	 

KEVIN: "Paul, I think you've given us all -- both in the studio a
nd out of the studio --

an awful lot to think about. I number one thank you, obviously, f
or being here 

and sharing this story with us -- and also for coming forth at th
is time, in 

light of the fact that there've been many movements since last Sp
ring, as you.  

know -- number one, through Baxter Ward's office, and recently th
rough Allard 

Lowenstein and Paul Schrade and others throughout the country to 
get the Robert 

F. Kennedy matter re-opened, at least for a 'ballistics' test-fir
ing and other 

areas and a re-evaluation of it. I think that what you have told 
us will go a 

long ways toward getting this thing perhaps re-studied so that al
l of us could 

rest a bit more comfortable-- especially the members of the Kenn
edy family.... 

Paul Sharaga, I thank you very much." 

SHARAGA: "You're quite welcome. ..." 

END OF COMPLETE INTERVIEW  
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